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"We are a global online, only live multilingual play school"We are a global online, only live multilingual play school
headquartered in Bangalore. What makes us different:headquartered in Bangalore. What makes us different:

Our USPsOur USPs

Time Flexibility: (At your will)Time Flexibility: (At your will)

Option to choose the class time as per child’s routine and parent’sOption to choose the class time as per child’s routine and parent’s
convenience, between 8:00, am to 8:00 pm.convenience, between 8:00, am to 8:00 pm.
This is done keeping in mind how each family is different and so areThis is done keeping in mind how each family is different and so are
their needs. While some parents may prefer early morning sessions fortheir needs. While some parents may prefer early morning sessions for
their young ones, some may prefer the afternoon or evenings. There istheir young ones, some may prefer the afternoon or evenings. There is
something for everyone to choose as per requirements.something for everyone to choose as per requirements.

Multilingual classes: (In your own language)Multilingual classes: (In your own language)

Apart from English, parents have the option to choose the language ofApart from English, parents have the option to choose the language of
instruction depending on their preference from Hindi, Telegu, Tamil,instruction depending on their preference from Hindi, Telegu, Tamil,
Kannada, and Malayalam.Kannada, and Malayalam.

The number of classes: (As your please)The number of classes: (As your please)

Along with flexible timings, parents have the liberty to choose theAlong with flexible timings, parents have the liberty to choose the
number of classes they wish their child to attend in a day. This will givenumber of classes they wish their child to attend in a day. This will give
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parents control over their child’s screen time. On weekdays, a child canparents control over their child’s screen time. On weekdays, a child can
attend a up to three curricular classes.attend a up to three curricular classes.

Extracurricular activities: (For your delight) infotainmentExtracurricular activities: (For your delight) infotainment

At OPS, we understand the importance of co-curricular activities in aAt OPS, we understand the importance of co-curricular activities in a
child’s life and that is why along with the curricular classes, parentschild’s life and that is why along with the curricular classes, parents
can choose from a plethora of activities like Zumba, yoga, music,can choose from a plethora of activities like Zumba, yoga, music,
drama, and others. On weekends, parents will have an option todrama, and others. On weekends, parents will have an option to
choose from a combination of curricular and co-curricular classes."choose from a combination of curricular and co-curricular classes."

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/ourplayschool-11754http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/ourplayschool-11754
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